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Abstract
The present study was conductedfor monitoring of the evaporative cooling tower in methanol production plant usingdigital computer' visuql Basic computer program was usedior the monitoring of the performqnce of the cooling tower.The structure program consists of sub piogims and forms to show atl the rilatea viriibtes such qs temperature, flowrate, pressure ""etc, that affect the cooling tower operation and give alarms and important function)t rnformitionregarding these variables.
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Introduction
Although computer control is widely employed in large
process plant, there are many variables can directly or
indirectly affect the efficiency and control system of
industrial unit and full short of automatic control in the
present of major hardware. The deviation of variable
from its desired value is signaled by a series of the
process alarms which must be interpreted and acted upon
by a plant operator. The diagnosis ofthis deviation, the
screening of potential remedial actions and the
administration of corrective action lead to the increase
performance of this plant and the key to successful
completion of the monitoring dependent on the set of
information provided by process alarms and manner in
which this information is provided. Such monitoring can
be performed using the digital computer systems (1,2).
The capability and flexibility of the digital computer in
handling large volumes of information extremely quickly,
combined with the additional facilities of rapid sequential
operation and time sharing, have directed the
development of computer control firmly into the digital
field(3).
Interface unit is a device responsible of the
communication between the computer and the process to
be controlled or monitoring. It receives the signals from

the measuring sensors and transducers associated with the
various measured process variables, these signals may be
continuous, analogue electrical voltages (e.g.
thermocouple, pressure transducer signal), 1r simpie
digital information(on-off), from varioui,"pluyr, and so
on. For control the interface, also, sends out command
signals from the computer to the manipulating variables
in analogue form.
In the computer performance (information function), the
computer gathers the plant data, processes it, stores it,
and communicates it to the operators and other personnel;
the computer makes no direct changes in the process
operation in this instance(4). This is called monitoring,
which is observing all parameter, which directly or
indirectly affect the performance of industrial unit
through the computers monitoring and control panel. In
the.chemical industry, where process monitoring finds its
widest application, the process consists of thelhemical
engineering operation, necessary to convert one or more
raw materials into finished products, often the necessary
to monitor and observe all parameter or variable which
effect on this process such as (temperature, flow rate,
pressure).
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Monitoring program

The monitoring program of the cooling tower was written
using Microsoft Visual Basic which has many forms to
mention all variables of the cooling tower and codes to
usemany relationships showing all the problems and the
performance of the process. Also, this program has main
screen shoot from which many variables are shown and
processed under control system such as water level in the
basin and pH. (see Figure (l)). And thus, the monitoring
of basin is separated from the monitoring of performance
of the cooling tower.
The modtoring of industrial unit was achieved by using
two different computer programs, first one is for data
collection, while the second for data analysis, these
programs are as followings:
l) Program is used to read the plant data and store it

along with its real time in a specified file which can
be material for any other programs; the flow of
chart ofsuch program is shown in Figure (2).

2) Program is used for processing the data and using it
for relationships, drawing the results that show the
effect of this data on the process the chart of such
program is shown in Figure (3).

Monitoring of Basin Variables

One important variable is the pH which is considered to
be a measure indicator for corrosion and or scales are
built up.
The monitoring of pH of water in the basin was carried
out via building a computer program for such purpose.
This program has a simple way to see whether particular
water has a tendency to form scale or corrode the
equipment and piping based on special formula such as
the Langlier and Ryznar index (5,6).
The Langlier and Ryznar index are two such commonly
used indicators and both assign number that shows
scaling or corrosion tendency based on pH readings. The
formulas is calculated as shown below:

pHs:(9. 3 +Ns+NT)+(Nh+NA)
Langulier index: pH-pHs
Ryznar inde>e 2pHs-pH

When the Langlier Index has positive number indicate
that a scale formation exist and the negative number
indicates corrosion formation, while ail values are
positive in the Ryznar Index, values for the index above
6.5 indicate a corrosion tendency and values for the index
below 6.5 indicate an increasing tendency to scale.
However the application ofthe above equation gives an
acceptable result as shown in Figure (4), it also allow the
operator to easily understand that scaling or corrosion can
minimize by adjusting the water's pH to be close or equal
to the recommended value.

Monitoring of the performance of

Cooling Tower

There is a growing demand for cooling towers in the
industry, not only towers required for iupplying large
water, but also they are called upon to supply thii water
at temperatures very closely approaching the wet bulb
temperature and to be closely approaching the wet bulb
temperature of surroundings. Therefore, there are
methods needed to be analyzed and predicted for the
performance of the cooling tower. The Merkel's integral
correlation, see equation below, can be calculatins the
performance of the cooling tower.

The integral ofthe above equation is solved by integral
numerically using Simpson's ruleand Tchebychef method
(7,8).

KaV 1 dT
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The screen shoot for performance of cooling tower b
shown in figure (5) in which many variables are
monitored such inlet and outlet water temperatu€s.
water-air ratio, etc.

Filter monitoring

The_monitoring of the filter in a cooling tower system fo
preformed by measuring pressure drop signal across thc
filter and produces a signal from which an ulurrn signal b
given to the operator, and also, some of recommendatio
can be given concerning the timing of filter cleaniry
Figure (6) shows screen shoot for monitoring ofthe filtcr-

Monitoring of others Variables

The temperature, water flow rate, and pressure for inpc
and output of water that in process within the cooliq
tower are need to be continuously monitored in order o
show their effect on the operation of cooling tower. Thu,
these variables were considered to be one of rb
objectives of this work. So, these variables are measurd
and fed to the computer for data logging and rrn
processing it as required. Figure (7) shows a screen shd
for monitoring of these above variables. The devetopl
program is able to show any error or deviation oftr -
variables from their desired values and also can give r
alarm signal to the operator.
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Fig. I Screen shoots of coolins tower

Figure (2) Algorithm of program Reading
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Figure (3) Algorithm of Reports

Figure (4) Screen shoot for pH monitoring
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Figure (5) Screen shoots for performance ofcooling
tower
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Figure (7) Screen shoots ofTemperature pressures an: -

Conclusions

From result obtained, it can be seen that visual basic ca:
be helpful for data processing and viewing proces!
variables to the operator as indicator, storage of data f; -
documentation and as an alarm signal. Ifthe variables h-
value fall out of desired rang.(such variable ai.
temperature, pH, flow rate and blockage of filter...etc).

The visual basic programs that is written for monitorir.;
of cooling tower, shows a flexible and reliabl:,
performance. These results give a trust to use simil.-
program structure to monitor other chemical processes :.
monitor a complete chemical plant.

Figure (6) Screen shoots of filter in cooling tower
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